STIHL O8 S
STIHL FS O8

A perfect pair: The versatile STIHL 08S big power chain saw and the handy new, lightweight STIHL FS - 08 Brush Cutter. The same high performance engine powers them both. The FS - 08 Brush Cutter does a real professional job in tough weeds, stubborn shrubs and small trees when using either the blade with rotating knives or circular saw. This brush cutter features STIHL's famous AV anti-vibration system that absorbs fatiguing engine vibrations. Lets you cut longer and easier with less effort.

Ask your rental friends or your nearest dealer about STIHL’S better performance, lower maintenance & down-time and proven earning capacity.

STIHL American, Inc.
194 Greenwood Avenue,
Midland Park, N. J. 07432, Code 201-445-0890
Scatty (fdnaMic
SELF CONTAINED GOLF COURSE MAINTENANCE TRAILER

Specifications:
• 7000 lb. dump capacity
• 3 yd. body
• Double acting tailgate; wide dump port for top dressers
• 9.5x15 tires standard; 10" wide wheels opt.
• Hydraulic system is 12 v. elec. pump coupled to 3 stage front mount cylinder
• For any tow vehicle
RUGGEDLY BUILT AND DESIGNED FOR: ONE MAN OPERATION
Also: Nursery, Lo-Boy, Dump, Utility and other Models
HAYDEN BEATTY
Box 1027, Burlington, N.C. 27215
Tel. (919) 584-7808 and (919) 584-6922
For More Details Circle (159) on Reply Card

Effective new water treatment
... controls noxious aquatic growth without harm to humans, pets, livestock, fish and other wildlife.

Aquashade's light reduction principle that "starves" aquatic growth from the sunlight, is being employed successfully in a broad range of applications including golf course ponds, architectural fountains, conservation farm ponds, industrial ponds, cooling towers, irrigation canals and aquariums.

Distributor inquiry invited.
Write to R. Wilson
Aquashade, Inc.
Box 117, Dobbs Ferry, New York 10522

18 GREENS IN THE AIR (from page 24)

both ways. Seven of the lakes are interconnected by drain pipe and are served by one valved outlet to the river. Two more form a similar network. The 10th is connected to the river by its own valve. As the river level rises, water floods the course gradually by spreading out from the lakes which receive water through the valves. During times of heavy rainfall, surface water drains from the course in reverse — from the lakes to the river. Clever. Yes.

Besides this system for controlling natural water, the course is equipped with an automatic electric irrigation system for watering greens and tees. Water is pumped from the river by two pumps with a total capacity of 695 gpm. Delivery is controlled by 8 satellite time clocks which can be overridden for spraying several greens at the same time.

The McFarland Park Golf Course was designed by Earl Stone, a golf course architect in Mobile, Alabama. Course superintendent Jack Green made sure that Stone's plans were properly executed. In fact, he added a lot of touches of his own. Says Green, "I've been working on golf courses for 20 years and I've always wanted to build one and do it right. I had a chance to do that here in Florence. And I did it."

Green selected Tifdwarf Bermuda for his greens and tees because he believes it presents a smoother putting surface. But it also knits together to form a tougher sod that holds soil better — an important point since the elevated greens are vulnerable to erosion. Common Bermuda is used on the fairways.

"Several people say this soil is too wet for common Bermuda," says Green. "But we're growing it and I don't see any difficulties ahead."

Although confident of his and Stone's planning, Green had his first anxious moments this past December. As with much of the country, the southeastern states had more than their share of rain. The Ten-

Here's the type of apparatus used to control water level on the course's 10 lakes. Two lakes separating fairways 11 and 12 and 9 and 11 have yielded over 300 balls put there by erring golfers.
nnesota quickly rose to its highest level in 7 years and by December 10, the course was under water. The flooding lasted for two weeks. Some of the course was covered with as much as 5 feet of water for three weeks. A few days later, the area was sheathed in ice by an ice storm and hit by the coldest weather of the winter. "But," says Green, "everything passed the test, including our ryegrass winter greens."

Not noticed by golfers but of constant concern to Green and his 8-man crew, is the soil on which the course is built. Says Green, "It's been washing down this river for a long, long time. It's so acid that we have a tough time keeping the pH up. And it holds water so well that we have to wait about 3 days after a big rain before we can really do much on the course."

He adds: "Another thing. It's a mile from one end of the course to the other. But there's only 5 feet of fall. We use a transit every time we dig or fill an area because being off by just a few inches can create a big drainage problem."

Technically, the soil is a loamy silt with clay. And it's deep. Test borings show that there's no change in the soil for 8 feet. Below that there's blue clay.

Before planting, the course received the following fertilizer and lime: Greens and tees, 100 pounds of basic slag and 30 pounds of 8-8-8 per 1,000 square feet; fairways and green slopes, 2 tons of agricultural limestone per acre and 1,000 pounds of 8-8-8 per 1,000 square feet.

Clearly, the unique location of the course offers a real maintenance challenge. But the course itself is no pushover for the golfer, either. More than 5,200 have played the course since it was dedicated last August 28. Many of them have learned to respect it.

Says course pro, Chip Enlow, "This is a sporty course. You've got to keep the ball in play and hit placement type shots. So far, we haven't worried too much about putting in the planned sand traps. With all that water, those trees, and every green in the air, we haven't missed 'em!"
PISTON PUMPS

Series
C5210
BIG TWIN
10 gpm (at 600 rpm)
400 psi pressure
also available with
gas engine

Series
5400
4-CYLINDER
PUMP
25 gpm output
at 600 psi

ROLLER PUMPS

Series
GN6310R
6.9 gpm at 100 psi
5 gpm at 200 psi
3 hp engine
(develops up to
250 psi with
4-hp engine)

Series 7560
8-ROLLER PUMP
Output 12 gpm
(at 540 rpm)
Pressure to 300 psi.
Choice of rubber or nylon rollers
Write for complete pump catalog or request
pump recommendation for your need.

These airboats, part of “Operation Clean Sweep” make headway on the St. Johns River at Riverdale, Fla. Note water hyacinths have practically covered the area adjacent to the shoreline.

OPERATION CLEAN SWEEP

Florida Hyacinth Problem
Once Over Lightly

JACKSONVILLE — A two-year study by the U.S. Department of Interior’s bureau of sport fisheries and wildlife shows conclusively that 2,4-D does not kill fish in concentrations which are used for hyacinth control and that even a ten-fold error in application rate would not decimate a fish population.

According to Donald P. Shultz, research chemist with the southeast fish control lab at Warm Springs, Ga., there was “no evidence of fish kill” in any of the ponds treated with the herbicide. His recently released scientific report also noted that the aquatic plant control chemical used by the Army Corps of Engineers and the Game and Freshwater Fish Commission breaks down within a few days after application.

Schultz’ research showed that “there is little danger of the herbicide causing putative (supposed) effects on reproduction ascribed to the chlorinated hydrocarbons.” The usual route for biomagnification of pesticides is through the food chain, and Schultz’ report said the potential toxicity of the compounds was analyzed as a part of the research.

“Although fish can be killed with DMA-2,4-D, the median tolerance limit (of fish) is high enough that even a ten-fold error in application rate would not decimate a fish population,” Schultz concluded.

During the two-year study, the bureau of sport fisheries and wild-
Life established experimental ponds in Florida, Georgia, and Missouri and sprayed the ponds at rates of two, four, and eight pounds per acre of acid equivalent. The normal rate of application for hyacinth control in Florida is two to four pounds per acre.

Field studies conducted by the Department of Interior at three Florida test ponds showed that 2,4-D residue dropped to barely detectable levels three days after use of the hyacinth control chemical. After 14 days, only a trace of the chemical could be found in the water.

Schultz also showed that seven days after spraying water hyacinths were brown and decomposing. In the tests, 98 percent of the plants were killed by the herbicide application. No fish mortality was noticed nor was there evidence of abnormal offspring from the reproduction of bluegills.

According to Julian J. Raynes, assistant chief, civil land planning section, environmental engineering branch of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, South Atlantic, a concentrated 60 day spraying drive against water hyacinths on the St. Johns River began in late February. The project, known as "Operation Clean Sweep," involved eight Army Engineer airboats, each capable of spraying up to 20 acres of hyacinths a day.

Raynes said that a draft environmental impact statement released in December showed that chemical spraying of water hyacinths and other unwanted aquatic plant in Florida is essential until continued research brings forth lower cost control methods.

Cost of mechanically harvesting hyacinths in the St. Johns River would exceed $8 million per year compared with spraying costs of about $288,400 annually. The hyacinth problem in the St. Johns River represents about 10 percent of the statewide aquatic weed problem.

The environmental report concededs that chemical control of hyacinths poses some environmental drawbacks because the sprayed plants sink to the bottom and contribute to the nutrient load. However, until an economical use of the harvested hyacinth can be developed or some disposal method found, the chemical spraying program in Florida waterways appears to be the only "viable alternative," the environmental report concludes.

Raynes said the environmentalists last year filed an injunction against the use of 2,4-D in hyacinth control. It was lifted, however, this year when the Corps filed the environmental impact statement showing the chemical control is essential to control weed growth.

The engineer pointed out that weather conditions are a big factor in chemical spraying of water hyacinths. For instance, spray crews are not allowed to operate when the water-level wind speed exceeds 10 miles an hour. Wind could cause drift of material to valuable plantings on the shoreline. Similarly, the spraying operation is halted during rainy weather, or whenever there is a heavy dew, since the rain or dew dilute the effectiveness of the spray material.

Raynes related that one hot, new idea for hyacinth control is the use of the laser. Developed by Dr. Ralph A. Scott, Jr., a former Army Corps of Engineers scientist, the laser zap target plants which wilt almost immediately after irradiation. Plant life is completely destroyed in 8 to 12 weeks. While use of the laser is still strictly in the experimental stage, it represents an entirely new dimension in weed control, heretofore untried.
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The First Lady, Mrs. Richard Nixon presented awards to thirteen business firms, three institutions and eight municipal governments for outstanding contributions to environmental improvement. Occasion was the 20th annual Landscape Awards Program of the American Association of Nurserymen.

This tractor was designed for heavy-duty Green Industry work. Called G1355, it is the first in a series of Minneapolis-Moline tractor models to be built in the company’s Charles City, la., assembly line. Ready for a quality and performance check are Harold H. Berk, (l) White Farm Charles City plant manager, Robert E. Kidder, group vice president-farm, White Motor Corporation, and David A. Drewery, (r) director of manufacturing, White Motor Corporation.

This clever gimmick serves two purposes. It tells the curious public why this plastic container is attached to the tree. And it advertises the Guardian Tree Experts, Inc. tree care service. According to Walt Money, Guardian Tree Experts president, the vandalism rate has decreased — and the jobs have increased. Card is paper stock.
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Roof Manufacturing Company management meets with leading distributors each year. At this year’s two day session are: (l-r, bottom row) Richard Luckadoo, Morgan Bros., Asheville, N.C.; Earl Roof, president, Roof Manufacturing; Wayne Robinson, Yeomans Distributing, Peoria, Ill.; Ray Shoemaker, sales manager, Roof Manufacturing; (middle row) John Brue, vice president, engineering, Roof Manufacturing; Gerry Winterrowd, Yeomans Distributing, Peoria, Ill.; George Neice, Roof regional manager, Red Bank, N.J.; Dick Holliday, R. E. Jarvis Co., Fayville, Mass.; Louis Roof, vice president, Roof Manufacturing; (top row) Easy Whitley, Roof Regional manager, Atlanta, Ga.; Russell Carpenter, service manager, Roof; Jerry Wilson, Roof regional manager, Kankakee, Ill.; Roger Volzer, Supreme Garden Supply, Akron, Ohio; Virgil Arthur, Arthur’s Electric Service, Richmond, Va.
WAKE UP!
WAKE UP, JOHN BEAN,
WAKE UP, F.E. MYERS
...and all you other guys!

HERE COMES EDWARDS!
Edwards has been quietly making spraying equipment for five years now. Our products have proven themselves dependable and effective for about every possible type of spraying job, large or small. Until now, we haven't had much to say about what we've been doing. But we're taking this opportunity to announce Edwards is here and here to stay. We intend to stay and grow by offering the best product in its class, competitively priced and backed by a strong warranty. We offer a wide product line and a broad variety of options: choice of mountings, booms, spray guns, hose and hose reels are just a few of them. We've engineered our equipment so these options go on and off in seconds. This means you can convert from one type of spraying job to another in seconds. Edwards offers some exclusives, too. We use only fiberglass tanks because they are light, strong and can't rust. We've eliminated pulsation problems with two bladder-type accumulators — standard equipment on our piston-type models. These accumulators are part of Edward's unique control system which provides premium performance and operation. Look what Edwards has to offer!

6100 and 5300 SPRAYERS

These 3-HP, 50-gallon models have a total empty weight of only 140 pounds making them easy for one man to load and unload. The only difference between the two is the type of pump. The 6100 is equipped with a Hypo roller pump capable of producing from 10 GPM at 50 PSI to 3 GPM at 300 PSI. The 5300 has a 2-cylinder piston pump which produces 3 GPM at 400 PSI.

TURFER SERIES SPRAYERS

Five-HP, 100-gallon Turfer Sprayers are available in three models: the 6700 with a 2-cylinder piston pump producing 7 GPM at 400 PSI; the 7560 with a NI-RESIST 8-nylon-roller pump producing 12 GPM at 300 PSI; and the 9200, a centrifugal model producing up to 40 GPM. The Turfer weighs only 230 pounds empty and mounts easily on maintenance vehicles or turf trailers. PTO versions available.
6700 SPRAYER
A medium-range model providing 7 GPM at 400 PSI. The 5-HP 6700 is available in 100, 200 and 300 gallon models. All are equipped with Hypro twin-piston pumps which operate at approximately 65 per cent of normal engine RPM prolonging equipment life. The 6700 may be mounted on skids or four different trailer models. PTO versions are available.

5425 SPRAYER
Combining the size for the biggest jobs with the versatility of smaller models, the 18-HP Edwards 5425 provides 25 GPM at 600 PSI. The big 2-cylinder engine drives a large 4-piston pump producing a smooth discharge at any pressure. Both 400 and 500 gallon models are available.

NICKEL 12 SPRAYER
Get 12 GPM at 600 PSI with the 10-HP Nickel 12. This sprayer takes its name from the all-nickel alloy pump with stainless steel valves and cylinders. Both 200 and 300 gallon models are available. Two standard equipment bladder-type accumulators eliminate pulsation problems.
On the job, EDWARDS gives you dependability & versatility.

Whatever the size of your job, there’s an efficient Edwards Sprayer to fill your needs. Edwards skid-mounted units fit easily onto turf maintenance vehicles or truck beds — even compact models. Or, there are five different trailer kits. Edwards booms or hand guns perform efficiently. When you think of spraying equipment, think of Edwards!

Edwards Manufacturing Company, P.O. Box 1275 (W1), Ponca City, Oklahoma 74601

- I am interested in the model sprayer. Please have a salesman call immediately.
- I’m interested, but need more information. Please call me.
- Please send literature on the full line of Edwards sprayers.

Name
Company
Street address
City State Zip
Telephone AC/